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i had to keep the game open for 2 mins after i beat it ...i competed it within 3 mins only due to the lady that speaks a weird
langauge lolso i skipped most of it .. pretty cool game to waste 5 mins in just collect the teddy socks and umbrella. You can play
as Cyber Sub-Zero as well! Secret 4th variation unlocked like this: the second you pick Triborg press UP twice and then press
the Back Punch button (Default Y for xbox controller, Triangle for playstation, I for keyboard). Totally cool secret. And now
Cyber Sub-Zero has a drone that he can deploy that enhances his special moves when you hold down the last button in the
sequence.

The starting animation for each X-Ray is different, but unfortunately the rest of the X-Ray is the same no matter which of the 4
variations you choose. Each variation is still very cool though and satisfying to play.. I should have known I wouldn't enjoy this
given how the previous game ended. chopin becomes some kind of
weird\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with a keytar at the end of the first game, and then you spend this
game running around playing a lot of music that sounds good but some pairings don't make sense, like pairing an abba sounding
song with a kiss themed band, cause that makes sense, I saw "Hiss" and was obviously psyched to play a kiss themed song, turns
out to be abba and I knew I wasn't gonna enjoy this. baring in mind I skipped every god damn cutscene cause I could not stand
them this time around, I watched the first one, realised this was how they were gonna do the rest of them and decided forget it
I'll just skip through everything. and honestly I feel like I dodged a bullet with that decision given how much I disliked the rest
of the game. Now to explain how impossible it is to play this on pc, so I played the last game with my mouse and had a generally
good time the story was dumb and the ending fairly awful, but the music was good , this time you cannot play with a mouse no
matter how good you are with one. basically from the onset you are beset with a swarm of notes that you will miss most of, and
as you go further it obviously gets harder and more likely you will get a lower score. Keyboard is no better you're undoubtedly
off tempo with keyboard, like I changed up the keybindings for keyboard and, even though I followed the tempo i still missed
almost every note. So yeah controls are awful seriously just play this with touch input. there is a point where I almost quit
because a German dancing robot hit me with a million simultaneous notes at once, like how do you hit all those notes at once?
do i just slam my hand all over the keyboard and hope for the best?
Maybe I should have headbutt my monitor for best results.

TLDR:

Aside from some decent music, this game is a definite pass.

Play the previous title in the series, way more fun and you get to play as a proper respected Chopin, not some swaglord
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 who by the end of the game goes super saiyan for some
ridiculous reason.

If you absolutely must get this game wait for a sale, do NOT buy at full price it's not worth it.

2\/10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_QG9mIkvPA

A pun filled, witty and unique comicstrip story. Classic Scooby Doo inspired atmosphere.
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Graphics, animations, and art style fit perfectly with the humor and plot.
The game focuses on the player finding their way to progressing the story forward.
I have to give credit to all 2 voice actors that did all the voices for each character in the game.
A few audio glitches, but i'm sure those will be remedied.

10/10. Really cool concept\/idea with ok graphcis, but the mechanics can be really frustrating, and there is a lot of missing
features like button remapping.
But after you have played the game for about 20 hrs and finished the game, there is no game-play value.. This game is... alright.
It's way too straightforward, you slash your enemy until you win, thats it, the combat is alright overall. The story on the other
hand, i couldn't care less about it, the story is dull and boring, all i care about is the gameplay. the segments where you actually
get to do something are quite short, like i said 'you slash your enemy until you win'. Grapices are awful, the character models for
dialouge look good, but aside from the the sprites look pretty bad, i know grapices aren't everything, but come on this looks sub-
par. In short, it's basically a poor man's version of Ys.

EDIT: I feel like i didn't go hard enough. This game is pretty bad, there's still some things that are awful about the game. Most
of the times the game is way too easy, then suddenly it throws some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t at you
and actually kills you, making you actually have to be careful in this game. I need to better describe the in-game sprites, some of
them aren't bad, but a lot of them are udder garbage. The sprites for the dialouge aren't bad, but with the girl with the eye patch
(I forgot her name) sometimes she's wearing it, something she's not, what's up with that? The story, like i said is boring and i
didn't care much about it, so nothing much to about that other than it's complete garbage. In conclusion, this isn't a poor man's
version of Ys, is something else and it's awful.

You would to be very desperate to play indie games if you buy this. There are much, much better indie games than this.. Fun
arcade racing game that runs well, with good graphics, even on older spec machines. Unfortunately only supports xBox control
pad and keyboard, if you don't have an xBox control pad split-screen mutliplayer is locked out. This also means that you won't
be able to get one of the achievements as it requires split-screen mutliplayer to be obtained.

A driving game that doesn't support using a steering wheel (facepalm).
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It is another proof, that simplicity and creativity crossed with well known elements can make a very good and promising game.

Some people tell that the game isn't complete. Maybe it is, but it developer has a lot of passion in creating, which lacks in most
of mainstream games.

That's why I bought game, because work of Windforce is worth contributing and support by gamers - especially if you are die
hard Command & Conquer fan.. Despite how much fun I have with the arcadey racing and career progression. Seeing my
character go from part-timer to back marker to contender to champion. Having played the career up and through the cup series,
the game is fun. But I cannot recommend a game that has no replayability.

The career mode has a very obvious progression, go from lower series to upper series and even on the highest difficulty some of
these races are laughably easy, with others being confusingly difficult. Once you are at the top of the cup series, the only option
left to do something new is to be an owner.

However unlike NASCAR games from 8-15 years ago when you are an owner, you cannot scout and hire drivers. You cannot
buy existing teams. You cannot work on your car in any depth other than "make it gooderer". It's disappointing to enjoy a game,
and then know that you will never have any interest in replaying it.

If you are okay with doing the same quick races over and over, and if you are okay with doing the same career over and over,
then by all means enjoy this game. But for me, I don't believe I will be re-installing unfortunately.

P.S. I've raced on dirt in real life and the late models are just saddening to even touch. They're just so far off.. tested on Oculus
Rift When the Wardens Fall is a really great action game with settings for every player from move options teleport , confort
,locomotion and more to blood options for every players can enjoy the game in the best way
the system pf weapon collision is really cool , if we strike just in the moment where the enemy attack the strike of the eneny is
blocked by our sword with a wonderfull sparks effects , after few strikes the enemy lost their armor part an enemy with the
headset for exemple is more resistant than an enemy without and after few strike with your weapon he can lost his head set and
he become more easier to fight
the models of enemies are various and great
there is a variety of weapons we can unlock , the enemies are random so if you lost and you start again the enemies place and
number can change so it increase the replayablity
you can too create potions with various effects in a lab hidden the dungeon
so to resume When Wardens Fall is a great action dungeon games with a lot of great ideas and i enjoy this game a lot
. This DLC is definitely worth your money, the best of all DLCs till now.
Highly recommend.

Pros
- New features, now u can have your outposts with towers and bonus.
- 8 good non-repetitive-missions with nice story.
- Somewhat harder than the base game but enjoyable.
- New traps and spells.

Cons
- Overworld is still easy.
- Is there any way to set new spells hotkey?
- Except the nice bonus, outposts are mostly useless
- So many random spawns in dungeon

-F*** u Narrator, I hope there will be a DLC where I can kick your ***. Lol ik it free but this game actually sucks (cards game
only)
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